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IONS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES, 

by ErnsL Ulrich FRANCK. 

( lnslilut Jiir Physikalische Chelllie und Eleklrochemie Unillersitat Karlsruhe.) 

SOMMA IRE 

Aux haules pressions I'cau csL un bon solvant eiecLrolytiquc 
meme aux temperatures supercriLiques. Les rcsuiLaLs de 
nouvelles mesures de la densilc de I'eau it 600 DC et sous 10 
kbar, de la consLante dieiecLrique it 500 DC et sous 5 kbar eL 
de l'absorpLion infrarouge it 400 DC cl SOllS 4 I; bar sont dOl1nes 
et discutes. 

On decrit la solubililc des gaz incrlcs, 1:.1 (ormation de 
complexes du cobalt bivalenl eL du nick el et la coneluctivile 
eleclrolytiquc des sels dissOllS dans I'eall, aux lcmphalllr('s 
super-critiqucs et It des press ions sllpt'i-icures It Ii kbar. 

011 eliseuLc l' augmenlaLion de la conrluctiviLe specifiqlle el l' 
I'eall purc qui cs t superieure it 10' it 1 000 nr. l'l SOliS 
100 kllnr. 

SUl\IMAHY 

At high pressures waleI' is a good eleclrolytic solvent 
even at supercritical temperatures . The results of new measu
rements of the water density to 600 DC and 10 kbar, o( lhe 
dielectric conslant lo 500 DC and 5 kbar and of lhe infrared 
absorption lo 400 DC and 4 kbar arc given and discussed. 

The solubility of inerls gases, the complex formaLion o( 
bivalent coball and nickel and lhe electrolytic conductance 
of dissolvent salts in water at supercriLical temperalures 
and pressures up to 6 kbar is described. 

The increase of the specific conductance of pure wa leI' 
by more than 7 OI'ciers o( magnilude aL 1000 DC and 100 kbar 
is di scusser!. 

ZUSAMME FASSUNG 

Unler hohem Druck isl \Vasser auch bei iiberkriLisch en 
T emperaluren ein gutes elektrolytisches LosungsmitleJ. Die 
Ergebnisse neuer ]\[essungen del' ,Vassel'dichle bis 600 DC 
und 10 kbar, del' Dielektrizitiilskonsla nte bis 500 DC und 
5 kbal' und der Ultrarotabsorplion bis I!OO DC und 4 kbar 
werden mitgeteill und diskutierl. 

Die Loslichkeit von Inel'tgasen, die Komplexbildung von 
zweiwertigem I<obalt und Nickcl sowie die elpktrolytische 
Leitfiihigkeit von geloslen Sal zen in ,Vasser bei iiberl,riti
scber Temperatur und Drucken bis zu 6 kbar wird 
beschricben. 

Die Zunahme del' spczi flschen Lei tfiihigkeit e!es reinen 
" Tassel'S um mehr als 7 Grossenordnungcn bis Zll 1000 DC 
unci 100 I, bar wire! dis];ulierl. 

I. - Introduction. 

'Vater as a solvent exhibits very different 
properties depending on the conditions of tempera
ture and pressure. Although an extraordinary amount 
of information about aqueous solutions and mix-

Lures is available for moderate temperatures and 
normal vapor pressures, the knowledge about such 
fluids at temperatures approaching and exceeding 
the critical temperature of water is still limited. 
The availability of new strong and noncorrosive 
materials, however, made physicochemical investi
gations with aqueous solutions at high temperatures 
and pressures possible, which have been pursued 
at several laboratories in recent years. Thus a compre
hensive discussion of subcritical and dense super
critical aqueous phases may eventually be possible, 
and a qualitative survey appears to be feasible alrp.ady 
a t the present time. 

The results of recent thermodynamic and cler. tro
chemical experiments performed in Karlsruhe will 
be presented . Dilute electrolyte solutions and even 
pure water at these conditions may assume cer~ain 
properties which are normally observed in polar 
nonaqueous liquids, in concentrated aqueolls solu
tions or in fused saILs. 

II . - Pure water. 

Many properties of water are measured as func
tions of temperature and pressure, although the 
presentation of these properties as a function of 
temperature and density or specific volume is often 
preferable. Thus the knowledge of the PVT-relations 
for water is necessary. These relations for pure water 
can also be used to estimate the density of not too 
concentrated aqueous solutions at high tempera
tures and pressures. Fig. 1 gives a temperature
density diagram for water with isobars up to 100 kb, 
based on experimental results and calculations of 

Fig. 1. - Temperature-densily-(l-p)-diagram of watcr. 
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several authors. Between 200 and 850 °C and at 
pressures up to 6 kb recent results of static measure
ments are availab1e (1)~ These determinations have 
lately been extended to 10 kb at temperatures up 
to 600 °C (2). From 25 to 250 kb shock wave data 
have been used (3). The intermediate pressure range 
is covered by interpolations [for a survey of existing 
data and tables see MAIER and FRA cre (1)]. In 
order to obtain the normal density of 1 gjcm3 in 
water at temperatures of 500 or 1 000 oC, pres
sures around 8 or 25 kb have to be applied. 

The dielectric constant is significant of the pro
perties of water as an electrolytic solvent. Earlier 
measurements of this quantity at elevated tempera
tures were made up to 400 °C and in part to 2 kb 
[for a compilation of these data see Q 1ST and 
MARSHALL (4)] . Only recently determinations were 
performed up to 500 0C and 5 kb (5). The capacity 
of a condenser made of gold-palladium semi-cylinders 
mounted inside a high pressure autoclave was 
determined at a frequency of one megacycle. One 
of the semi-cylinders could be rotated at high pres
sures and temperatures. The capacity passes through 
a maximum and a minimum with one full rotation. 
Thus the elimination of the capacity of the leads 
is possible. Fig. 2 gives a compilation of results as 
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Pig. 2. - Dielectric constanL of waleI' as a function 
of pressure for several temperal:ures (0). 

curves of dielectric constants within a pressure-tempe
rature diagram. At supercritical temperatures and 
high pressure values between 5 and 25 can be 
obtained. This corresponds to the dielectric properties 
of some polar organic liquids at normal conditions. 
Previous estimates of the dielectric constant have 
been made (4,6) llsing the KIRKWOOD equation n 

after having adjusted the orientation factor of this 
equation to the available experimental data. 
Beyond 500 b the new experimental data are 
somewhat higher than the calculated ones, but the 
deviation does not exceed five percent. 

For a better understanding of dense supercritical 
water, knowledge about molecular interaction or 
association in the fluid is desirable. Liquid water is 
largely composed of associates formed by hydrogen 
bonding. As a consequence the absorption of the 
hydrogen-oxygen vibration in the infrared assumes 
the shape of one very intense broad band. The 
maximum absorption of this band is shifted by 300 
wave numbers to lower frequencies as compared 
with the center of the absorption band of isolated 
gaseous molecules because of the action of hydrogen 
bonding. Particularly well suited for the study of 
this eITect is the absorption of the OD-vibration 
around 2500 cm- 1 of HDO diluted in H 20, because 
of the absence of interference of other vibrations (8). 

Recently this HDO absorption has been studied 
over a wide range of densities at the supercritical 
temperature of 400 0C (9). A special cell had to be 
designed which could be used to 4 kb at this tempe
rature (10) (fig. 3). It is of the reflection type, similar 

Fig. 3. - High t em perature-high pressure infrared absorp
Lion eell (9, 10) with single window of colourless 
synthetic sapphire. 

in some respect to the cell described by WELSH (11). 
The cell has a single window of colourless synthetic 
sapphire. Attached to the inner surface of the sapphire 
is a platinum-iridium mirror. Spacers of gold foil 
determine the distance between mirror and sapphire. 
Thus a path length of twice the distance between 
mirror and sapphire surface is provided, which 
is independent of the applied pressure. The aperture 
of the sapphire is 8 mm. The body of the cell is made 
from a noncorrosive nickel alloy and can heated 
from outside. This high temperature-high pressure 
cell was attached to a PERKIN-ELMER 521 grating 
spectrometer using a modified « Micro Specular 
Reflectance Assessory ». 
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Figure 4 shows the variation of absorption at 
400 0C between densities of 0.01 and 0.9 g/cm3 

or pressures from 50 to 4 000 b. At the highes l density 
the absorption band is similar to the one observed 
in liquid water at room temperature. An indication 
of rotational slruclure appears only at densitirs 
10\Yer than 0.1 g/cm3. Th us the infrared spectrulll 
of the OD-\·ibration of HDO diluted in H 20 gives 
no evidence for freely rotating water molecules at 
densities higher than 0.1 g /cm3• This may imply 
that dipole-dipole interaction and remaining hydro
gen bonding at densities higher than one tenth of 
the density of normal liquid water are sufficient 
lo impede waler molecules from rotating freely 
long enough to produce a discernible rotational 
structure in the spectrum. This apparent strong 
intermolecular interaction which is retained in 
supercritical water is of consequence for the elec
trolytic solyent properties of this fluid. 
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Fig. 4. - Molar extinction coefficient e: o[ lhe OD-strelching 
vibration as a funcLion of frequency y in cm-1 at 400 oC 
and at different densities of water (gicm 3) (9). Note lhe 
dilTerenl base lines of thc individual curves. 

III. - Solubility. 

The miscibility of gases at low pressures can be 
expected to exist also at high pressures and elevated 
temperatures if the components are not too difTerenL. 
It has to be examined, however, whether complele 
miscibility is also possible if dense, gaseous super
critical water is combined with a nonpolar fluid 
or a solid. The discussion of these phenomena 
requires the knowledge of the phase boundaries in the 
pressure-temperature-composition (P - l' - x) dia
gram of such two-component systems. 

A system of two components has a critical curve 
which in simple cases connects the critical points of 
the pure components in the P-T-x-diagram without 
interruption. If the components are more difTerent 
the critical curve is divided into two branches origi-

nating at the two critical points. The branch which 
begins at the higher critical point may eventually 
extend to temperatures and pressures which are 
higher than the respective values of that critical 
point. This behavior has been predicted by 
KAMERLINGH ONNES (12) and first demostrated expe
rimentally by KRICII EVSK II and ai. (13). A detailed 
discussion is given hy SCIINEIDEH and by 
ZIICLIS (14, 14U). 

A typical example is the system CO 2 - H 20, 
the phase behavior of which is qualitatively repre
sented in fig. 5. The dimensions are distorted in 

1 
p 

Fig. 5. Schematic pressurc-composition-lemperalur()--
(P, T, x)-diagram of the system waLer-carbon dioxidc. 
CPc = critical point o[ CO 2 ; CP w = critical poinL of 
water. - - -: cri Lical curve. 

this figure in order to show the characteristic 
properties more clearly. The lower branch of the 
critical curve ends at the « lower critical end point I), 
LCEP at 31.5 °C and 74 b. The upper branch of the 
critical curve passes a minimum temperature of 
266 °C and 2.45 leb and proceeds to higher tempera
tures with increasing pressure. This curve has been 
determined up to 268 °C and 3.6 kb. An upper critical 
end point, UCEP, has not been found in this range. 
To the left of the critical curve is the two phase 
region indicated by isotherms which have the shape of 
two separate loops above the minimum temperature. 
Above 266 °C and at pressures of one kb and more, 
mixtures of CO 2 and H 20 of all compositions can 
exist with a total density approaching that of normal 
liquid water. Earlier measurements of PVT -data 
of the homogeneous phase gave no conclusive infor
mation about possible chemical association between 
the CO 2 and H 20 molecules (16). The electric conduc
tance of such mixtures is not appreciably higher 
than that of pure water at similar conditions. 

It would be inferred from the behavior of 
CO 2 - H 20 - mixtures that beyond about 400 0 C 
dense homogeneous mixtures could also be prepared 
of water with inert second components such 
as argon or simple hydrocarbons. With the addition 
of argon for example one should be able to alter 
continuously the electrolytic properties of dense 
supercritical water. 

The phase equilibria of the argon-water system 
have recently been determined experimentally (17). 
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This was accomplished with a new method by which 
registration of PT-curves at constant volumes could 
be combined with visual observation of the fluid 
content of a high pre sure cell. No extraction of 
samples from an autoclave was nece sary. The 
cell had an observation window of synthetic sapphire. 
Its olume of a few cm3 could be varied by changing 
the position of a piston. Thus not only phase separa
tions but also the PVT-relation in the homogeneous 
state could be determined. The results are shown 
in fig. 6 as isotherms. No separated isotherms 
with two loops occur. 
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Fig. 6. - IsoUlerms of the two-phase boundary of the water
argon system. The heterogeneous statr is within 1 he iso
therms. - - -: critical curve ('1). 

This means that here the upper branch of the 
critical curve has no minimum. From the critical 
point of pure water it proceeds monotonously to 
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Fig. 7. - Experimentally determined criLical curves [or 

binary systems with ammonia or water combiner! wilh 
sevenil nonpolar second components (11) . 

400 °C and 3.1 kb, the limit of these measurements. 
Thus high density argon-water mixtures of all 
compositions can be prepared beyond 400 oC. They 
have been used in electrolytic experiments described 
below. 

Critical curves resembling those of the CO 2 - H 20 
and Ar - H 20 systems have also recently been 
observed with systems of several hydrocarbons 
and water. A compilation of such curves is given 
in fig. 7. 

Obviously, very concentrated aqueous solutions 
of these hydrocarbons can be made between 300 
and 400 0 C at not too high pressures. Applications 
of such solutions can be imagined. 

IV. - Spectroscopic Investigation of Complexes. 

Not only volatile compounds but also inorganic 
salts, oxides and similar substances have a conside
rable solubility in dense supercritical water. According 
to KENNEDY and ai. (18), the system SiO z - H 20 
has an UCEP at 1080 °C and 9.8 kb. A considerable 
part of the phase diagram for NaCI - H 20 has 
also been investigated (19) . It may well be typical for 
other systems co ntaining similar salts and water. 
At 600 0 C and 1 kb for example, fluid mixtures 
appear to be possible with NaCI contents between 
zero and more than fifty weight percent NaCI. 
Accordingly concentrated aqueous electrolyte solu
tions can be prepared in a wide range of supercritical 
temperatu res and pressures. Unfortunately little 
or nothing is known at present of the densities of 
such solutions. A discussion of the causes of solubi
lity of electrolytes in supercritical water has been 
given earlier (20). Compilations of data and refer.:nces 
are presen.ted by several authors (21. 22). 

ot only alkali halides and other compounds with 
small molecules can be dissolved in supercritical 
water. Several heavy metals can from complex 
compounds which are stable enough to exist in the 
aqueous fluid at high temperatures. In some cases 
the stability of such complexes can be increased by 
the addition of high concentrations of alkali halides 
to the fluid. Some of these ({ hydrothermal » solutions 
are considered in geochemistry as having been impor
tant for the transport of heavy metals in the earth's 
crust. Lead chloride complexes for example have 
been discussed extensively from this point of view (23). 

Recently the range of existence of complexes of 
bivalent cobalt and nickel has been investigated 
spectroscopically in the visible and near ultraviolet 
regions (24). For this purpose an absorption double 
cell was constructed, which could be used with 
aqueous solutions up to 500 0 C and 6 kb. The win
dows were cylindrical rods from synthetic sapphire 
of 60 mm length. The high temperature inside the cell 
decreased along the length of these windows. The 
body of the cell was of noncorrosive stell alloy and 
the solutions could be pumped through the cell at 
high temperatures and pressures. 

Dilute solutions of bivalent cobalt chloride were 
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investigated to 500 0C (25). The pink solution at 
25 0 C has a maximum of absorption at 515 nm. 
At 500 0 C and relatively low pressure (0.5 kb) a 
blue solution with a much stronger absorption kl \'ing 
a maximum around 700 nm is formed. Increasing 
the pressure to G kb reduces the absorption and shifls 
the maximum to about 600 nm. This is explained 
assuming an equilibrium between hexagonal 
and Letrahedral cobalt complexes. At room tempcra
Lure the hexagonal form with six water ligands 
prevails. With increasing Lemperature, however, 
the tetrahedral form wiLh four ligands is favoured 
and predominates at 500 oc. Electrolytic conduc
tance measuremenLs indicate, that t hese teLrahedral 
complexes arc mainly neutral diaquo-dichloro
complexes. Increasing pressure at co nstant high 
Lemperature is displacing the equilibrium again 
towards the hexagonal arrangement with more 
water attached to the cobalt atom. 

In fig. 8 some of the observed absorption spectra 
for diluLe cobalt (II) chloride solutions are shown 
for 0 . .) and G kb and for 300 and 500 °C. The strong 
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Fig. 8. - Observed absorplion spectra 
for dilute coba lt(TI)chloride solutions. 
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absorption of the tetrahedral cobalt complexes at 
0.5 kb and high temperature is evident. Increasing 
pressure reduces the absorption towards the curve 
observed at room temperature. The addition of 
sodium chloride to 4.0-molal concentration ca uses 
a very considerable increase of absorption with a 
maximum at 680 nm, which is attributed to a tetra
hedral trichloro-monoaquo complex. 

Calculations of the concentrations of these 
complexes as a function of temperature and total 
density of the solutions have been made. Very high 

concentrations of chloride ions can be added by using 
lithium chloride. It appears, as if in a 10-molal 
Ii thium chloride solu tion even nickel(II)chloride 
can exist as tetragonal ch loro-aquo-complex at 
high Lemperatures. This is suggested by fig. 9, 
where several absorpLion curves at 0.5 kb are 
shown. Making use of investigations of tetrahedral 
pickel-complexes in other solvents at lower tempe
rature, the broad absorption around 680 nm in 
fig. 9 is ascribed to trichloro-monoaq L10 or d ichloro-
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Fig. 9. - Observed absorption spccLra for nickel(Il)chlol'id e ill 
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diaquo nickel complexes. The similarity of the curves 
for 300 and 350 oC in this range suggests that the 
formation of tetrahedral complexes is alm ost 
complete. Tetrahedral haIogeno-aquo-nickel(II)com
plexes had so far not been observed. Apparently 
llley can be stabilized suflicienLly by "ery high 
chloride concentrations conbined with high tempe
ratures and pressures . 

V. - Electrolytic Conductance, 

Measurements of the electrolytic conduclance are 
particularly well suited to give information about 
water at high temperatures as an electrolytic solvent. 
At supercritical conditions the dielectric constant 
can be varied continuously within a wide range simply 
by changing the pressure without altering th e 
chemical composition and this constant can still br 
maintained high enough to permit ionic dissociation 
of dissolved electrolytes (see fig. 2). In the same 
region, however, the viscosity is reduced considerably, 
for instance to one tenth of the value for normal 
liquid water, thus producing high ion mobilities. The 
viscosity of water has been measured to 560 °C and 
3.5 kb (26). 

Equivalent conductances for a number of alkali 
salts, alkali hydroxides and inorganic acids have 
been determined experimentally using difTerent 
designs at temperatures up to about 700 °C and 
pressures up to about 5 kb (27 , 28, 29, 30) . Many of 
these solutes dissociate either completely or to 
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a high extent if the water densi ty is higher than 
about 0.5 g/cm3. The maximum equivalent conduc
tances observed are between five and ten times 
higher than in normal liquid solutions. Dissociation 
constants have been derived for several compounds. 
Three more recent examples of conductance measure
ments shall be discussed in detail. 

The conductance of a 0.01 molal potassium chloride 
solution was measured up to 1000 0 C and 12 kb 
with an estimated accuracy better than ± 5 % 
in the greater part of this range of conditions (30) . 
This was done to investigate the conductance and 
ion formation of a t ypical simple electroly le over 
several hundred degrees at constant high solvent 
densities. While in most of the earlier high t empe
rature conductance experiments externally hea ted 
cylindrical high pressure cells of special superaUoys 
were used, an arrangement with internal resistence 
heating was used here. The solution was contained 
in a cylindrical stainless steel cell mounted in an 
uniaxial press. The solution could be pressurized by 
this press with a tightly fitting piston. The two 
platinum electrodes were concentric cylinders of 
2 mm outer diameter, insulated by sintered cOl'un
dum. They were mounted to the piston and insert ed 
into the fl uid, so that the geometry of the electrodes 
remained constant. The inner electrode was a 
sheathed thermocouple, so that the temperature was 
always determined in the region where the conduc
tance was measured. A KANTHAL resistance heater 
was placed outside the cell proper but inside the 
pressurized region. Thus all the temperatures desired 
could be attained in less than two minutes, which 
limits contamination of the solution by corrosion , 
Fig. 10 gives an impression of the cell arranaement. 
Details are described elsewhere (30). 

Fig. 10. - High presslll'e-high temperaturc conrl uctance 
cell (80). 

a: space fill ed with elecLrolyte solution. 
b : small cylindrical electrode arrangement. 
c: in teI'll al l'esi lance heater. 

A compilation of results is shown in fig. 11. The 
eq uivalent conductance A of KCI is plotted as a func
tion of temperatu re for constant sol ution densities 
between 0.7 and 1.2 g /cm3. Because of the small 
salt concentration t he solution density was assumed 
as equal to the density of pure water at the same 
conditions. p to 400 0 C the conductance increases 
at all densities and attains maximum values of 
about 000 cm2.ohm- 1.mole-1 • Above this tempera
ture, however, the conductance appears to decrease 
at all densities. Discussion of the data shows, that 
the product of th~ dielectric constant and the tempe
rature varies relatively little in this range and 
cons :!quently the estimated degree of dissociation 
for the KCI molecules shows only a small variation, 
[or instance from 0.87 to 0.75 between 300 and 
1 000 oC at a density of 0.80 g/cm3. Triple ion forma
tion appears to be unimportant in this region. LiCI 
and CsCI have been investigated in the same region 
and it is suggested that the behavior of KCl is typical 
for other monovalent salts. 
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Fig. 11. - Equivalent conductance A of a dilute aqueous 
solution of potassium chloride as a function of temperature 
[or' constant high densilies (B0). 

- . _ . - : liquid-gas coexistence curve. 

In section III it has been shown that dense homo
geneous mixtures of argon and water at all composi
tions can exist beyond 400 °C. Such fluid mixtures 
can be used as electrolytic solvents the dielectric 
constant of which can be varied at constant tempe
rature and molar volume by changing the mole frac
tion of water. This is comparable to the well-known 
experiments at normal temperature with binary 
mixtures of water and dioxane or a similar polar 
compound with low dielectric constant. Argon, 
however, is a completely inert compound which 
will certainly not participate in any kind of ion 
solvation. Thus conductance measurements have 
been made at 440 oC up to about 4 kb with aqueous 
mixtures containing between 0 and 40 mole percent 
argon (31). KCl was dissolved in this supercritical 
nuid to a concentration of 5 X 10- 4 mole.I-l. 
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Fig. 12 shows curves of the equi\'alent conductance of 
KCl obtained for Lhese mixtures as a function of the 
mean molar volume V of thc \\·aLer-argon-mixtures. 
A is highest in pure water around V = 30 cm3 . molc- 1 

and decreases considerably with increasing argon 
mole fraction, which is primarily clue to lo\vering 
of the dielectric constanL o[ the m ixture. 
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Fig. 12. - Observed equivalent conductanc(' A of KCl at 
440 °C in water-argon mixtures of several composilions 
as a function of mean density (in mole /cmS) or of mean 
molar volume (in cms/mole) (31). 
x(H 20): mole fraction of \yater in the mixture'. 

When proper estimates are made for the viscosity 
of the mixtures one obtains the plausible result 
that the admixed argon does not appreciably affect 
the dissociation of KCl if the amount of water per 
total volume remains constant. In fig. 13 the loga
rithm of the association constant K.~ has been 
plotted as a function of (£.T) - 1. The upper curve is 
for water argon mixtures of diHerent compositions 
at 713 oIC The lower cun'e is for water dioxane 
mixtures, determined by Fuoss and LIND (32). 
According to the approximation by Fuoss (33) 
these curves should be linear if the efTective ion 
radii were constant. If these radii had constant 
values for all temperatures and solvents, within the 
validity of this approximation K~ would be a func
tion of £ and T only and the lwo curves should 
coincide. The curvature is not very pronounced. 
Coincidence of the two CUI'\'es, ho\\'ever, could only 
be achieved if one choose to adapt the ion radii: 
A detailed discussion (31) suggests smaller efTective 
ion radii for the high temperature argon-water 
mixtures than for the low temperature dioxane
water solvents. This, however, is based on the 
assumption of the validity of the macroscopic 
dielecLric constanl even in thc vicinity of the ions. 
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Fig. 13. - Logarithms of the associalion constant KA of 
KCI in water-argon mixtures at 440 oC and in water-dioxane 
mixtures at 25 °C as a function of lhe reciprocal prodllct of 
dielectric constant E and temperature. X(H 20): mole 
fraction of water in lhe water-argon mixtures (31). 

Of special interest is the formation of hydrogen 
ions and hydroxyl ions by dissociation in pure 
water. The logarithm of the « ion product », log 
Kim in the liquid at the triple point is - 14.95. It 
must increase with rising temperature and pressure. 
This follows from the positive enthalpy of dissocia
tion and from the fact, that the waler molecules 
in the hydration shells of ions are more densely 
packed than in the free liquid. Thus at very high 
temperatures and pressures pure water should 
be very conductive. This has been confirmed by 
HAMANN and coworkers (34) who made conductance 
measurements in water compressed by shock waves 
to temperatures of about 800 0 C and to maximum 
pressures of about 120 kb. Specific conductances 
in the vicinity of 1 ohm-1 cm- 1 have been obser\'ed. 
This is comparable to the specific conductance of 
concentrated aqueous salt solutions at room tempe
rature. 

It was desirable to repeat conductance measure
ments in this range using a static method, which 
permits a more direct determination of temperature 
and pressure and enough time for the establishment 
of the dissociation equilibrium. Such measurements 
have been made up to 1 000 °C and 100 kb using a 
platinum-iridium micro cell which was placed into 
an « opposed anvil ~) arrangement (35). The water in 
the cell was frozen at - 30 0 C, subjected to the . 
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desired pressure and heated by internal graphite 
resistance heating elements. The conductance of 
water within the cell could be recorded at constant 
pressure with rising temperature. The results are in 
accordance with the shock wave data within the 
reasonable range of accuracy. Fig. 14 gives a repre
sentation of the specific conductance of water from 
o to 1 OOOoC and up to pressures of more than 
100 kb. The diagram is based on all the available 
conductance measurements of several authors of 
pure water at high pressures. In certain regions 
interpolations had to be made. At extreme condi
tions the uncertainty may be one order of magni
tude. 

Fig. 14. - Specific conduclance cr of water between OoC 
and 1 000 °C ane! at pressllres up to 100 kb as a Function 
of water density. 

-- : isotherms, 
..... isobars, 
- - - -: boundary of homogencous one-phase region. 

Both types of experiment - dynamic and static -
demonstrate, however, that at very high tempera
tures and pressures above 100 kb the ion product 
of water can reach values of 10- 2 (mol /I)Z or even of 
1 (mol/I)2 and that the degree of ion formation may 
become several percent or more. Thus water assumes 
the properties of a concentrated ionic solution. 
Very recent analogou static measurements seem 
to indicate a similar behavior of dense supercritical 
ammonia. 

v. - Conclusion. 

The investigation of water and aqueous solutions 
within a very wide range of temperatures and 
densities, especially at supercritical conditions offers 
a very useful possibility to study the basic properties 
of ionic solutions. Parameters can be varied within 
wide limits without change of chemical compositions. 
The transport properties of dense gases can be 
combin d with the electrolytic properties of liquid 
water. The high miscibility permits unusual combi
nations of components. 
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DISCUSSION 

L. Onsngcr. - Last week in Munich at a symposium on the 
properties of ice, E. " ' HALLEY reported a complete experimenla l 
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sludy and J(nA~IEI\S-J(RONIG ana l~'~is of lhe infrared ahsorp
Lion "pl'Clru111. I Ie a rrived al tbe remarkable conc1us;on that el l-I 
of lhe dirTerence bet.ween the opl ical and microwave refractivc 
indices, respectively 1.31 and 1.1R, arises from vihralions of 
frequency less than 1013 (325 cm - I). This means that a cllange 
in the length of a hydrogen bond (0 - 0 dislance) produces a 
large elecl ric monH'nt, wi th proporli onali t .I' constant of 
about 0.:1 elect ronic charges, as \\'II AI.LEY OhSNvcd. Some of 
us may ha\,(' suspecled such an etket, hut hard ly anyhody 
rra li 7.ed how big il was. The molecular models which untll'rly 
present theories of dielectric conslants do not incorporalc 
this imporLant property of the hydrogcn bonds. In a realislic 
1 heory we musl recognize il: on the whole it seems easier 
lIOW lo undersland the large dielectric conslant of water. 

A. H. UIJ" rlohd r. - To whal cxlenl docs 1 he abnormal 
mobility of protons and 0[-[- ions, round in waleI' IInder 
ordinary condilions, persist to hight'r temperaLur('s and pr('s
sures? As is well known , lhis mobilily gives importanl infor
mation about the clLlsler slructure of waleI', and about other 
cooperat i\'e e freets between 11.0 moleculcs in assembHes. 
of high density, whelher liquid- 01' gnseous . The frequencies 
at which these mobilities begin lo show relaxation dep('ndence 
may likewise giv(' significant inl'ormation. Has any frcqucney 
dependcnce heen obscrved at higher lemperalures and pres
sur~s? 

E. IT. Fra11(·k. - We have trit'd to measur(' th e abnormal 
mobility of protons in aqueous so luti ons up to about :300°C 
and up lo abouL " kbars. Beginning with normal conditions, 
the increase of tempera lure as well as thc incrcase of pressure 
cause an increase of the abnormal mobility. which Illa~' 

perhaps be ascribed lo a facilitation or st ru e lural di/Iusion of 
clu stered areas because at elevated temperalures and prcssures 
morc simple water molecules arc available. 

(This would be in accordance with lhe assumption th al 
high pressure urcaks up voluminous clusters). 

The increase of extra mobilily of protons however app~ars 
to level ofT at lemperalures ueyond 200 01' :300 °C and also al 
pressl11'eS beyond se\'eral kbars. Thus il is likely lhaL the 
prolon mobility in aqueous soluLions eannol b(' increased by 
more Lhan perhaps a factor or about lhree by an eleva lion or 
tt'ml1erature and pressure only. 

The abnorm al prolon mobilily has so far al high lcmpl'
ratUl'es and pressurcs ony been invcsLigated up to about 
J 00 kilocycles. As could be expected no relaxation has been 
observed in lhis range. An extens ion or such measll1'emcnts 
to higher frequl'ncies aL elcvated lemperatures and press111'es 
would b(' vcr~' clill1cull buL very int eresti ng and rewarding. 

'I'. Ackl'l'11lllll. - I wander whether Dr ROTH has made an 
a tt empl to observe an add itional conLinuo us absorption due 
to . excess . or ' defect . protons in the IR spectra of soluLions 
of acids and bases in I hc high prcsslll'es region at elevated 
t.emperatures. 

\\'hat is the meaning al the ter1l1 ,< frccly rolaling watl'r 
molecu les . USNI in tilt' discllssion of the infrared spectra 
shown in slide "' " 2. 

.E. 1.'. }'l'Unck. - So far Dr ROTII in our Laboratory has only 
investigaLed the infl'31'pd ahsorpl ion of pure water and or 
sevrral alcohols al wave numbers not smaller than abo ut 2500. 
1111' BUBAcK has used lhe same cell to investigale the absorp
lion 01' pu re HCI up to 150 °C and 1000 bars in the range of 
absorption of theBCI vibratio ns. Exlension of measurements 
lo lower wave numbers than aboul 2200 cm - 1 was not possible 
because of tbe absorption of the sapphire windows wilh about 
10 mm thickness. Also the corrosion of acidic solutions al 
high temperatures would cause consid erable dimculties in 
the a)]-meta l ce ll. lL may, however, be possible Lo do such 
measurements in the future using sil icon windows. 

In this presentation the term. freely rotating . molecules 
has only been used to describe molecules \\'hich because of 
their rotation give rise to an ohservable rotational struclure 
of the Yibrational absorption !Janel. It is nol exclued lhaL 
llH'rc may be rotating molecules which brcanse of cerlnin 

interactions with IH'i ghhours canllol be deLected specifically 
by such speclra. 

II. Friedlllan. - With regard to the \,l'r)' inleresting data 
on eonducLivity or aqueous KCl 011 isochorcs or ncarly constanL 
viscosity. it would be of inlerest lo compare with Lhe theory 
of the eflec t of dielecLric relaxation 011 ionic mobilitv. Th is 
is the lheory to which a numher of people have conLribucd, 
but mostrccenlly H. W. Z\\' .\N],I<:. I wonder whether you hnvc 
considered this problcm? 

I':. U. Franck. - Wh(' should lil;e vl'ry much to follow your 
suggestions to Lry to sludy expe rim ent a ll y lh e cJTecl of dielec
lric re laxa tion on ionic mobility in a region or cond itions 
wh('re the density of the fluid is high and where the viscosity 
of the fluid varies onl.\' ~lighLly wilh dl'nsiLy and temperaLme. 
The r('sulls of such JIleasurements would certainly ile \'('1'.1' 

rewarding. ~ 
As is delllonslrated Ly lhe diagram shown, howc\,('r. sncll 

relaxation experiJlle nls sho ul d be made al templ'raLures or 
400 °C and higher and at pressures of several kilohaJ's (unfor
tun ate ly). At lhe present Lime the experimental difficulties 
seem lo be very high 01' even prohibitive. Corrosion is one of 
Llw major obstacll's. We should, howe\'er, th in k about it 
again. 

,I . ('. ,I ""tice. - Professor FnANcK has shown expcrim enLal 
resulls for association constanLs for I( CI in argon - water 
mixtures inclicaling the rare gas componcnt in lhe so l\'enl WHS 
, im'rl • in opposition lo dioxane - water mixlures studied by 
Fl 'OSS alld at. where dioxane, being a slrueture breaker, led 
lo fl1l'l her comp licaLions. 

In fact, t hough simple as may look argon atoms, it is 
known lhat in water lhey lead to a reinforcemenl of th e wat(']' 
slruct ure. In that respeel they eannol be considered as inert; 
Lheir influence I hough opposite Lo thaL of dioxanc in wat er 
leads also to further com plica Lions .. \ really « inert • second 
component that would not alIect al all waLcr slructurc seems 
even inaccessible since the mere fact to introduc(' (in imagina
tion) ; vacuum caviti es " in waleI' would tend lo reinforce 
waleI' structure in the imlllediat(' outer vici nity of the surface 
of such caviLies. To whal ex tenl Lhis consideration mny be 
of negligeable consequences? 

K U • . Franck. - I agree thal a rgon atoms in waleI' may well 
be noL an inerl component and may w('11 influence thc slruclurc 
or the su rrou nding waleI' considerably. Such enccls, ho\\'ever, 
ave very p!obahly restricled lo !'claLively low lempera lures. 
\\' e assume t hat at the tempera Lure applied here (-I-W OC) 
and at the app li ed densiLies which were somewhat below 
1 g /cmS any ('fTects of the argon on lhe structure of the sur
rounding waleI' are too small to be detected. This would 
ccrlainl~' be din'crent in the range of gas hydratt' formation. 

A. ll. UlJbclohde. - If the densily of the system is fairly 
high one might cxpecl lhe diITen!nl space requiremt'nLs for 
the insertion of clifTerenl in erl gas aloms into the mixture to 
resull in nOlable rlifTerences in certain physica l efrecLs. For 
example lhe breaking up of c1uslers of water molecules by 
dincrcnl inerl gases at the same concentrations should show 
sa me eITeets of a tom ic size. Have any comparisons been made 
say, between neon, argon, and Xl'non in these respecls? In lhc 
cas(' of molten salls. insert ion of inert gases involves conside
rable work to displace the ions. One might expect the adeli
Lional space requirements for xenon, say compared with 
argo n, to outweigh the higher polarisability of xenon; ils 
solubility al the same Lemperalurcs should be smaller than 
that of argon, Unforlunately experimental tc'sls do nol ~·('t 

a ppeal' l.o have I)('en madc. 

E. U. t'l'aJlck. - I am ycry happy aboul thc encouragement 
\\'hich we receive fr0111 your suggeslion to investigaLe mixed 
aqueolls solvents, which contain larger atoms lhan argon as 
the seco nd component. \\'c shall try 10 do it. 
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Be[ore using such mix Led solvents for conducLa nce experi 
menLs we have Lo lmow the two-phase ran ge and critical curve 
of such a system. For that purpose we have started to make 
these thermody namic meas urements with the sys tem xenon
water. Since Dr LE:-<Tz in our Laboratory bas developed a yerv 
small apparatu s [or simultan eous visual obser\'ation an ~1 
determination of PYT-data of such mixtures we need only 

small quantitie of the expensive xenon . Since th e sample 
space mounted is horizontally and because of the continuous 
conlrol by obseryation through a sapp hire windo\\". we 
believe to be able to ayoid errors ca used by gravitation a l 
forces. 

The apparatus of Dr LE:'>'Tz is described in a paper of 
LEXTZ a nd myself, 17). 
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